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Introduction
The SAP Concur Solution Provider program guide is designed to provide partners and
prospective partners under the SAP Concur Solution Provider program with an overview
of the customer opportunity, the program requirements, and resources for getting
started as a SAP® Concur® partner. The guide should always be used as a complement to
the SAP Concur Solution Provider Program Referral Agreement (sometimes referred to in
this Program Guide as the Program Agreement). The Program Agreement contains the
governing terms and conditions of the CSPP and in the event of any conflict between the
terms of Program Agreement and any statement in this Program Guide, the Program
Agreement will control.
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At SAP Concur, we believe in the power of partnerships. As a trusted advisor to your
customer base, we want to work with you to help address your customer’s unique needs
– cost savings, automation, digital transformation, cloud workloads, business processes,
integration and support.
Joining the SAP Concur Solution Provider program allows you to combine your unique
expertise and customer relationships with our industry-leading travel, expense and
invoice management solutions to maximize your growth, increase your revenue potential
and drive new opportunities.
This guide will help you understand how to work with SAP Concur by building a
referral practice around our expense, travel, and invoice solutions. We invite you to
take advantage of our growing success and leverage our tools, training, support and
program benefits.
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Why SAP Concur?
SAP Concur solutions simplify expense, travel, and invoice management for greater visibility and control. For more than 25 years, these leading,
innovative solutions have kept customers a step ahead by delivering time-saving tools, connected spending data, and a dynamic ecosystem of
diverse partners and apps. User-friendly and business-ready, SAP Concur solutions unlock powerful insights that help businesses reduce
complexity and see spending clearly, so they can manage it proactively.
AN INTEGRATED SOLUTION

Meeting Management

Spend Optimization
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Why SAP Concur?

45%

By working with SAP Concur, partners can extend their practice areas to the travel,
expense and invoice cloud workload, delivering additional value to their customers.

Only 45% of travel and expense
spend is under management
compared to 90% for BIC

Travel and Entertainment is typically the second largest controllable expense for
companies (“The Power Of Real-Time Insight”, a commissioned study conducted by
Forrester Consulting on behalf of SAP Concur). Automating this workload using SAP
Concur solutions can enable you to drive immediate value for your customers by
improving their bottom line, increasing profitability and simplifying the processes so
they can focus on what matters most to their business.

50%

50% of SMBs have not integrated
travel and expense solutions to their
corporate cards

MARKET OPPORTUNITY WITH SAP CONCUR
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The Small and Midsize Business (SMB) segment, defined within SAP Concur as
organizations with fewer than 1,000 users, is one of the fastest growing segments for
travel and expense solutions. With cloud/SaaS applications allow even the smallest
businesses to realistically consider powerful technology, which presents an excellent
growth opportunity for partners.

2X

SMBs are 2X more likely to have a
non-standard spend management
solution reducing efficiencies

Partnering with SAP Concur can help you tap into this opportunity by extending your
cloud practice into travel, expense and invoice management solutions without requiring
any heavy investment in technical sales resources.
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Program Overview
The SAP Concur Solution Provider program is a referral program designed for next-generation VARs (Value-Added-Resellers), Solution
Providers, and “born-in-the-cloud” partners who focus on using cloud services to solve customer challenges and deliver trusted advice and
guidance related to technology and cost savings. The program is also available to partners who focus on solving finance-related customer pain
points, but who want to layer in cloud services to help address their customers’ business needs.
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Partners can grow their cloud revenue and increase profitability through the SAP Concur Solution Provider program. Partners can:

Add value to increase
customer retention
& accelerate
cloud adoption
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Program Overview
The SAP Concur Solution Provider program is a tiered program that provides a wide range of benefits including:
Engagement
•• Partner coverage with business
planning
•• Referral fees or revenue share
incentives
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Marketing
•• Access to marketing collateral
•• Event support
•• Joint marketing planning

Readiness
•• Sales, marketing and product
trainings
•• Quarterly promotions or preapproved discounts on select
products
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The program allows partners to earn as they grow and helps guide
partners to the right level within the program based on their sales
capacity. For example, one of our traditional CPA-type partners may
find the simple referral tier as the most appropriate as they may only
provide one or two deals a year – but still want to receive credit for
those engagements. A more traditional VAR or solution provider may
see value in earning their way to the platinum tier where they can begin
to build a broader practice using SAP Concur solutions.

Diamond

Partner eligibility for program tiers is based on the number of
approved closed-won deals the partner referred and assisted in during
the previous calendar year. Closed-won deals are defined here as
opportunities/leads that result in a paying SAP Concur customer. For
more details on the benefits associated with each program tier as
well as details on performance thresholds for each tier, please review
Program Benefits – and Program Requirements in this guide. The
official legal terms and conditions governing the Concur Solution
Provider program are found in the SAP Concur Solution Provider
program referral agreement.
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Program Benefits
Partners that are enrolled and accepted into the SAP Concur Solution Provider program
are eligible for program benefits as follows.
Program Benefits

Registered

Platinum

Diamond

X

NA

NA

NA

X

X

Online Training (Sales, Marketing & Product)

X

X

X

Online Marketing Collateral

X

X

X

Program Logo Use

X

X

X

Partner Directory on Program Webpage

X

X

X

Regular Program Updates/Newsletter

X

X

X

Co-branded Marketing Resources

X

X

Customer Offers & Exclusive Promotions

X

X

Live Webinar Trainings

X

X

Support for Customer Events

X

X

Fixed Referral Fee on registered closed deals
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Revenue Share on registered closed deals

Access to SAP Concur Representative

X

Business Planning

X

Joint Marketing Events

X

Case Studies

X

Concur Event Discounts

X
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Program Benefits
GENERAL BENEFITS

All partners enrolled in the program will have access to:
•• Program branding, including program logo and branding
guidelines, allowing you to use SAP Concur partner logo in
your marketing collateral
•• Program information and updates via newsletter and regular
partner updates
•• Online training, marketing materials and a listing in the partner
directory (when available on the program webpage)
PARTNER INCENTIVES FOR REFERRALS

Partners enrolled in the program can earn referral fees or revenue
share based on the program tier for which they qualify. See Partner
Incentives, for details.
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PARTNER ENABLEMENT & TRAININGS

One of the key benefits for partners in the SAP Concur Solution
Provider program is training for your teams on SAP Concur solutions
across sales, product value and marketing. Benefits include:
•• Unlimited access to the SAP Concur online training portal –
www.concurtraining.com
•• Platinum and Diamond level partners have access to live webinar
trainings across product, sales and marketing initiatives
•• Diamond partners receive customized enablement planning
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Program Benefits
MARKETING PLANNING AND SUPPORT
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The SAP Concur Solution Provider program provides partners
with marketing resources to build demand and drive new
customer acquisition:
•• All approved partners have access to core marketing and demand
generation content, including:
–– SAP Concur Solution Provider program logos, co-branding
guidelines, high-resolution logos, iconography,
–– and licensed photographic images
–– Marketing Content: Email templates, co-branded sell-sheets,
and whitepapers
–– Sales Tools: sell-sheets, decision guides, co-branded, customer
ready presentations and slide decks
•• Platinum and Diamond partners have access to more marketing
content as it becomes available, as well as deeper shared marketing
engagement opportunities, over time.
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Program Requirements
We know you work hard to earn and grow your status within the SAP Concur Solution Provider program. To maintain your good status and the
benefits that come with it, you’ll need to maintain a few important performance metrics throughout the year. The following is a summary
of the high-level requirements. Please refer to the SAP Concur Solution Provider program referral agreement for specific details.
SAP CONCUR SOLUTION PROVIDER PROGRAM

Eligibility by Tier

10 or more registered Closed deals in our fiscal year
(Jan 1 – Dec 31)
Diamond
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4–9 registered Closed deals in our fiscal year
(Jan 1 – Dec 31)
Platinum

1–3 registered Closed deals in our fiscal year
(Jan 1 – Dec 31)
Registered
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Program Requirements
SAP CONCUR SOLUTION PROVIDER PROGRAM TERMS AND CONDITIONS

All solution provider partners are required to accept the terms of the SAP Concur
Solution Provider program referral agreement. Once your organization has been
approved, you will be provided a link to review and accept the terms of the agreement.
TIER CRITERIA

Once SAP Concur Solution Provider partners have been accepted, tiers are determined
by the number of successful referrals in a calendar year starting in the first month of
program acceptance. A successful referral is defined as a registered new business deal
for SAP Concur core services (Expense or Invoice) where the partner has sourced
(originated the referral) or leveraged (SAP Concur originated but partner assisted)
the deal.
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PROGRAM STATUS AUDITS AND EVALUATIONS

The SAP Concur Solution Provider program is designed to provide structure and
recognition based on referral deal performance and quality. Tier changes are subject to
Concur Solution Provider program management approval and based on the partner’s
ability to meet the full requirements of the program tier criteria. The SAP Concur Solution
Provider program management team reserves the right to audit performance against
current program requirements and customer satisfaction at any time.
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Partner Incentives
Partners enrolled in the program can earn referral fees and revenue share on leads that
result in billed revenue to SAP Concur. Referral fees or revenue share payout varies by
program tier. Eligible revenue and payout terms are summarized below. For additional
details and applicable program terms and conditions, please refer to the SAP Concur
Solution Provider program referral agreement.
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ELIGIBLE REVENUE

Partners can earn referral fees or revenue share based on their program level:
•• Certain new business revenue for core SAP Concur solutions as set forth in the
SAP Concur Solution Provider Program Referral Agreement – Expense, Travel and
Expense, and Invoice Processing – only
•• Only available for the initial order of eligible SAP Concur solutions and not for additional
revenue from existing Concur customers
•• Leads that result in billed revenue to Concur must be associated to a partner in one of
the following two scenarios:
–– Sourced – Leads that are originated by the partner (has not already been submitted
by another partner or originated by SAP Concur marketing or sales)
–– Leveraged – Leads that are originated by SAP Concur but need partner assistance
to close
•• For this program, the maximum payout to the partner for any referred deal will not
exceed USD $100,000, or as otherwise stated in the Program Agreement in other
applicable currencies, as further described in the SAP Concur Solution Provider
program referral agreement.
•• Concur has the discretion to decide whether to accept or reject a lead submitted by a
partner as outlined in the SAP Concur Solution Provider program referral agreement.
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Partner Incentives
Upon acceptance into program tier, SAP Concur Solution Provider partners must abide
by program terms and conditions. Incentive payout percentages are specified in detail in
the SAP Concur Solution Provider program referral agreement.
ADVISOR NEXT – REV-SHARE ECONOMICS
Referral Fees and Rev Share Payout Details
Program Tier

Incentive Payout Rate

Graduation to Next Tier

Year 1

Year 2

Highest level of
Year 1 payout

Highest level of
Year 2 payout

Year 1 Rev Share
payout

Year 2 Rev Share
payout

© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

Diamond

Meet number of deals
threshold for Diamond Tier

Platinum

Fixed fee/deal
No fees
		

Meet number of deals
threshold for Platinum Tier

Registered
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How to Get Started
We’re excited to work with you. To enroll in the SAP Concur Solution Provider program, just complete the following steps:

Fill out the simple partner profile Form located at
concur.com/solution-provider-registration

If accepted, you will receive an email that will contain
information on the program agreement

© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

Review and sign program agreement as directed

Once enrolled, you will receive a welcome email with next steps

You are now ready to start referring customers to SAP Concur and
build your travel, expense and invoice related practice
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Deal Referrals and Tracking
The SAP Concur Solution Provider program is a referral program. To
submit lead referrals to Concur, the first step is filling out the Lead
Referral Form: go.concur.com/SolutionProviderReferral
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Once you submit your lead through the form, you will receive
auto-acknowledgement via email, and the SAP Concur Channel
Development Manager or program team will be alerted depending
on your program tier. For Platinum and Diamond tiers, a Channel
Development Manager will manage the lead routing to our Concur sales
team to ensure the best possibility of success and to communicate
with you the status of your lead.

SAP Concur Solution
Provider submits
referral via webform
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Once the lead is accepted by SAP Concur, you will receive notification
updating you of the change in status. This lead will then be tracked and
becomes eligible for referral fees or revenue share if it is closed/won
(results in paying customer for SAP Concur). Partners will be provided
a report of their deals submitted and closed/won along with their
referral fees or revenue share payout.
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Future Program Changes
SAP Concur strives to achieve the rigor of a well governed, maintained, and managed
partner program. At the same time, we want to be agile as a cloud company and
innovator in our industry, with the understanding that market dynamics change very
quickly. Therefore, we reserve the right to update the guide from time to time as we
launch products, add services, and make improvements to the program.
Material changes to the fundamental tiering, program requirements or revenue share
rates will be communicated in advance. For the most recent overall program rules,
resources, and support – please review the updated online guide that will be always
available at concur.com/solution-provider/program-guide.
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SAP Concur has the discretion to change or add to the program benefits listed in this
guide. Enrolled partners will receive communications and updates directly from the
program email alias including any updates on benefits information or other program
changes. All changes to the program guide will be communicated via email to the
partner representative as specified during the enrollment process.
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FAQs
The list below outlines the most frequently asked questions.
What Is a Successful Referral?
A successful referral is defined as new business deal for SAP Concur core services (Travel, Expense
or Invoice) that results in a paying customer for SAP Concur (also known as closed/won deal).
Add-on business for a previously referred customer does not qualify.
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What Would Be Grounds for My Referral to Get Rejected?
Leads or Referrals submitted via the web-form must first go through an internal vetting process
with the Concur sales team to ensure there is no pre-existing opportunity or prior referral from
another partner. While conflicts tend to be less common for referred clients with fewer than 1,000
employees, M&A activity, international subsidiaries, bankruptcy, or pre-existing referral from
another partner are among some of the scenarios that may cause a referral to become rejected.
When Will I Get Paid?
Once notified, Platinum and Diamond tiers should expect payment based on the referred
customer’s billing start date. Years one and two start on each individual deal. For Registered tiers,
payment is based on the referred customer’s close date.
How Does Payment Work If I Move Tiers?
If you refer the minimum number of leads before the calendar year ends, you will be immediately
eligible for the higher revenue share payout on the incremental leads.
For example, if you are Platinum and you refer your 10th lead in October, then the 10th lead (and
subsequent leads that generate a closed/won deal) will be paid at the Diamond rev/share amount.
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FAQs
Is This Still a Referral Program or Can I as a Partner Resell SAP Concur Solutions by Enrolling
in This Program?
SAP Concur Solution Provider program is a referral program and provides partners with technical,
marketing and sales resources as well as sales incentives to refer SAP Concur solutions to their
customers.SAP Concur leads the sales process directly with the customer but works with the
partner all along to ensure a tight alignment during the customer’s buying process.
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What Is Changing from Previous Programs?
The new SAP Concur Solution Provider program is designed to enable partners to scale their cloud
practice with sales, marketing and training resources that align to partner’s need as they grow their
cloud business. The new program features a strong emphasis on marketing and sales resources that
help partners to acquire new customers and transition customers to the Cloud. The program provides
access to training and other enablement resources to enable partners to add their own services and
solutions that complement SAP Concur solutions.
Why Should the I Look to Partner with SAP Concur … Now?
Partners who refer SAP Concur know they’re putting their customers in touch with the leading
provider of travel, expense and invoice management cloud solutions, trusted by more than 30,000
clients. Only SAP Concur provides access to the largest ecosystem of partner apps so our solutions
can grow with a growing organization.
What Is in It for a Microsoft Partner?
Microsoft cloud partners who are looking to add to their Office 365 practice have a great opportunity
to add travel, expense and invoice workload – key cost line items for an organization – to the cloud.
For all Microsoft cloud partners, SAP Concur is providing another revenue stream, another value-add
and a proven way to help their customer transition another key workload to the cloud.
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Follow SAP Concur

Learn more at concur.com
EB SAP CONCUR SOLUTION PROVIDER enUS (2018/08)
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